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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4828508A] An explosion protected socket of the ignition protected type for double pin base fluorescent bulbs including a protected
clamping device for securing the socket pins against coming loose and associated electrical connecting structure configured so that a receiving
element provided with insertion openings for the socket pins is mounted to be movable within limits in the socket housing. The clamping device is
coupled to an actuating device which becomes active jointly for both socket pins. A locking device which is positively coupled to the clamping device
is disposed at the receiving element and is equipped with at least one locking element which is movable between an active position and an inactive
position to hold the socket pins at a predetermined safety distance from voltage carrying parts of the electrical connecting structure. The locking
element is automatically controlled by a sensing device in the locking device so that the locking element, which is moved to its inactive position if the
clamping device is released, is held in its active position if the clamping device is not released and socket pins are absent or in an improper position.
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